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a b s t r a c t

Internet of Things (IoT) platforms have been deployed in several domains to enhance efficiency of
business process and improve productivity. Most IoT platforms comprise of heterogeneous software
and hardware components which can potentially introduce security and privacy challenges. Blockchain
technology has been proposed as one of the solutions to realize IoT security by leveraging the (a)
Immutable ledger, (b) Decentralized architecture and (c) Strong cryptography primitives. However, in-
tegrating blockchain platforms with IoT based applications presents several challenges due to lack of (a)
acceptable performance on resource-constrained devices, (b) high transaction throughput, (c) keyword-
based search and retrieve, (d) transaction back pressure operations, and (e) real-time response. In this
paper, we propose a lightweight blockchain platform, ‘‘Tikiri’’, for resource-constrained IoT devices.
Tikiri uses Apache Kafka for the consensus and proposes new blockchain architecture to handle
real-time transaction execution on the blockchain. Tikiri is characterized by functional programming
and actor-based smart contract platform that realizes concurrent execution of transactions in the
blockchain. Tikiri realizes a lightweight and scalable blockchain that can provides performance on
the resource-constrained IoT devices.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) technology leverages the cyber in-
rastructure and the physical world effectively to impact trans-
ortation, medical, consumer electronics sectors. Adoption of IoT
n both civilian and tactical applications has been exponentially
ising, which is the fundamental reason behind innovating many
oT solutions [1–3]. However, the exponential growth results
n increased connectivity and complex computing infrastructure
hat is more vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Although the networked
nd pervasively connected IoT devices allow enabling greater
ituational awareness, it also expands the attack surface where
ulnerabilities in those devices could damage the entire ecosys-
em by propagating through other vulnerable devices. Since many
f the devices remotely controlled, the data along with com-
ands generally travel over an untrusted medium which is highly
rone to malicious alteration. Hence, it is critical to devise robust
uthentication and data provenance mechanisms for resource-
onstrained IoT networks. Given the centralized nature of IoT de-
loyments, it raises concerns of single-point-failure and targeted
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cyber-attacks. Thus, it is important to depart from such central-
ized paradigm and build a truly decentralized and inter-operable
security solution that can enable trustworthy and reliable data
transfer among the connected IoT devices.

One approach that is being researched is the use of blockchain
technology to improve the integrity issues with IoT [4,5].
Blockchain can serve as an effective IoT security solution because
of following reasons: (1) tamper-resistant distributed ledger could
enable untrusted participants to record important transactions;
and (2) the high-availability yet resilient feature of the blockchain
infrastructure will deter system failures and other cyber-attacks.
Since blockchain exhibits unique transparency yet immutability
feature on the data transactions, it could inherently establish trust
between the IoT devices and back-end servers.

Currently, there are many different blockchain platforms that
exist, such as: Bitcoin [6], Ethereum [7], BigchainDB [8], Hy-
perledger [9], Rapidchain [10], Mystiko [11]. Although public
blockchains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum have been rigorously
used for crypto-currency applications, they have been evolving to
accommodate other e-commerce use cases. There have been sev-
eral permissioned blockchains developed, including Hyperledger
Suite by IBM, which could be controlled and deployed inside the
organization. This has a different transaction storage model com-
pared to Ethereum, however both offer the smart contract execu-

tion features. Furthermore, several blockchain solutions, such as
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Fig. 1. Tikiri blockchain microservice-based architecture. Each blockchain node contains three services — storage service, Lokka service and gateway service.
ystiko and BigchainDB, have been created especially for big data
pplications. Most of the blockchains support a unique program-
ing paradigm called ‘‘Smart Contract’’ for interacting with the
istributed ledger, which lies between the client and blockchain.
his software layer takes clients’ requests in the form of scripts
ritten in the smart contract and interacts with the blockchain to
aintain state, enabling governance, performing authentication
tc. Although most of the smart contract platforms have simi-
ar functionalities, their working and implementation details are
ifferent. For example, Ethereum supports Solidity [12], Kadena
upports Pact [13], RChain supports Rholang [14], Hyperledger
abric supports Chaincode [9] and Mystiko supports Aplos [11,15]
s their smart contract platform.
However, when integrating the existing blockchain platforms

ith resource-constrained IoT device-based applications, the fol-
owing challenges are unavoidable: (1) existing blockchain plat-
orms and their consensus algorithms are computationally heavy
nd difficult to run on resource-constrained IoT devices; (2) most
lockchain implementations are based on monolithic architec-
ure where all the functionalities (such as consensus, storage,
lient interaction) are implemented on single service; (3) current
lockchain systems do not meet high transaction throughput
emands of IoT applications; (4) real-time transaction process-
ng is not supported; (5) lack of rich querying (full-text search)
PIs; and (6) high overhead for full node data replication among
esource-constrained IoT devices in terms of bandwidth and stor-
ge.
In this paper, we introduce a new lightweight and scalable

lockchain platform, ‘‘Tikiri’’ for resource-constrained IoT devices.
he Tikiri platform is built based on Hyperledger Fabric and
ystiko blockchains. The consensus protocol is designed on top
f Apache Kafka [16]. Its smart contracts are written with a func-
ional programming language [17] and Actor [18,19] based Aplos
mart contracts. To run on lightweight resource-constrained en-
ironments, we built the blockchain with Golang [20,21] and
cala [22,23] languages-based on Microservices [24] architecture.
The performance of Tikiri blockchain is evaluated with a

aspberry-Pi based test-bed. The performance evaluation guaran-
ees the success of Tikiri blockchain towards resource-constrained
oT environments. Following are the main contributions from
ikiri.

1. Real-time transaction performance blockchain architecture
is introduced to avoid the overhead of order-execute archi-
tecture in the blockchain.
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2. Leveraging actor-based smart contracts and functional pro-
gramming to achieve concurrent transactions on the
blockchain.

3. Reduction of performance overheads, including communi-
cation and computation, by opting for a sharding-based
data replication approach without using full-node data
replication.

4. Increased scalability and transaction throughput of the
blockchain by using Apache Kafka based consensus.

5. Microservices based distributed system architecture intro-
duced to build a lightweight blockchain.

6. Backpressure operations on IoT applications handled with
Reactive Streaming based methodology.

7. The full-text search capability of the Tikiri blockchain has
been facilitated by building search indices of the blockchain
data (blocks, transactions, blockchain assets) on a
lightweight distributed database.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
architecture of the Tikiri blockchain. Section 3 explains the details
of the Tikiri blockchain implementation. Section 4 presents the
performance evaluation of the Tikiri blockchain in comparison
with Hyperledger Fabric platform. Section 5 offers insights into
the related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the Tikiri platform
with future directions.

2. Tikiri architecture

2.1. Overview

Today, even the most advanced blockchain systems are built
as monolithic systems [11]. All features of the blockchain in some
cases are controlled from programs that are hosted by a sin-
gle service [9,11]. Example services include handling consensus,
maintaining the decentralized ledger, broadcasting transactions,
checking double spends [6], etc. This could be modularized in a
more distributed way to improve efficiency. In a monolithic sys-
tem approach, everything is built in the same programming lan-
guage to ensure easy integration. Since only one service is avail-
able, it is difficult to scale [24]. To improve scalability, we built
Tikiri using a Microservice architecture, providing a better way
to distribute the processing. All functionalities are implemented
as Microservices, allowing architects to appropriately partition
different services to the appropriate hardware. Fig. 1 shows the
architecture of Tikiri where each node in the blockchain contains
the following services/components:
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Fig. 2. Tikiri blockchain gateway service. Blockchain client (e.g LoRa gateway) connected to gateway service and publishes transactions. Then gateway service publishes
hem to kafka.
Fig. 3. Tikiri blockchain Lokka service architecture. Lokka services consume transactions via kafka, execute them and create blocks. Multiple Lokka services can work
in parallel.
1. Gateway service (API service where clients interact with
blockchain)

2. Lokka service (Smart contract service implemented with
actor-based concurrency controlling)

3. Storage service (Distributed database storage service used
to store transactions, blocks and assets)

4. Kafka Message broker (Distributed publisher–subscriber
message broker used to order the messages and transmit
the messages).

2.2. Gateway service

Gateway is the client API of the Tikiri blockchain. Blockchain
clients (e.g. LoRa [25] gateway) connect to this service and publish
their transactions. Once the transactions are received, it pub-
lishes the transactions into the Kafka message broker. Then the
Kafka message broker orders the published transactions. Gateway
service exposes HTTP based synchronous endpoint and Kafka
message broker based asynchronous endpoint to the client, Fig. 2.

Each node in the cluster has a gateway service. The clients on
each node publish transactions to their gateway service as JSON
encoded objects (JSON message contains smart contract name
and arguments) via the gateway API.

2.3. Lokka service

The Lokka service is the functional programming and actor-
based smart contract service [15] in Tikiri blockchain. All
blockchain-based software programs and the messages that pass
between them are written as Aplos smart contracts [15] in Lokka
service. Lokka consumes transactions from Kafka message bro-
ker as a batch (Kafka message broker is the consensus plat-
form in Tikiri). The batch size can be configured based on the
number of transactions or time according to the performance
requirements of the IoT network. After that, it executes the batch
transactions via smart contracts. The structure of a transaction
is described in Fig. 4. Unlike other blockchain smart contracts,
the Aplos smart contracts can execute transactions concurrently.
Once transactions are executed, the state updates will be stored
and distributed to other blockchain nodes via storage service,
(Fig. 3).
156
Fig. 4. Tikiri blockchain transactions structure.

Fig. 5. Tikiri blockchain block structure.

Tikiri blockchain is built with a Validate-Execute-Group
blockchain architecture [11,15]. Unlike Order-Execute [9] archi-
tecture, Validate-Execute-Group architecture can validate and
execute transactions concurrently when peers submit transac-
tions to the network. Transactions will be executed only in one
peer. The client does not need to wait until a block is created to
validate and execute the transactions. After transactions are ex-
ecuted, Lokka service will generate a block with the transactions
within the batch, Fig. 5. There will be multiple Lokka services
in the blockchain network (each blockchain node can have their
own Lokka service). All Lokka services are connected via Kafka
message broker as a consumer group. There is a partitioned
Kafka topic called ‘‘Lokka’’, all the Lokka services connected to
this topic as Kafka consumer group. Then Kafka handles the
message partitioning and message broadcasting between Lokka
services, guaranteeing total order (provide total order by sending
a message only to one consumer by topic partitioning [16], Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Lokka services connected as Kafka consumer group. Kafka will handle message broadcasting between multiple Lokka services with guaranteeing total order.
Fig. 7. Execute transactions and create blocks parallelly by Multiple Lokka services in Tikiri blockchain.
ach Lokka service consumes transaction only once and executes
hem. As shown in Fig. 7, they can work independently and create
locks concurrently. In this way when adding new Lokka services
o the network it will linearly increase the transaction throughput
nd scalability of the blockchain.
When creating a block, Lokka service generates the block hash

nd adds the transaction list to the block. The structure of the
lock is described in Fig. 5. Similar to transactions, this block is
lso stored in storage service and distributed to other nodes in
he blockchain. Once the block is created it needs to be approved
y other Lokka services in the network. The block approval pro-
ess done via federated consensus [26] is implemented between
okka services. When block approving, the newly created block
nformation (e.g block ID) is broadcast to other Lokka services in
he blockchain network via Kafka Message broker. Other Lokka
ervices take the block from their respective storage service and
alidate the transactions in the block. If all transactions in the
lock are valid, it gives a vote for the block (mark block as valid
r invalid). To handle voting, Lokka service digitally signs the
lock hash and add the signature into the block header. When
he majority of Lokka services vote for a block, that block is con-
idered as a valid block. The block ordering will happen with the
ajority vote from the federated consensus which is considered
n endorsement policy defined among the Lokka services. This
olicy defines how many Lokka services need to vote in order to
pprove a block.
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2.4. Storage

Storage is the place where the blocks, transactions and as-
sets are stored in Tikiri. We have used a lightweight distributed
database as the storage service. Each node in the blockchain
runs its own distributed database service/node. As shown in
Fig. 8, these services are connected in a ring cluster. Once Lokka
service executes transactions or creates a block, it will write
the state updates, transactions, and blocks into its storage ser-
vice instance (distributed database node). Then the saved data
will be distributed to other nodes via the underlying distributed
database.

Tikiri blockchain does not use full node data replication like
Bitcoin or other blockchain platforms. Instead, Tikiri adopts a
sharding-based data replication mechanism. In Tikiri blockchain,
data replications are handled by the underlying distributed
database. When one blockchain node writes data to its storage
service, the data will be replicated to only a certain number of
blockchain nodes depending on the replication factor defined
in the data replication procedure of the distributed database.
For instance, in a 10-node blockchain cluster, if the replication
factor is 3, transactions will be replicated in 3 nodes. Although
sharding-based data replication handles the storage limitations in
IoT applications to some extent, some IoT applications generate a

large stream of data continuously (e.g. healthcare, sensor), which
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Fig. 8. Tikiri blockchain storage service. Storage service in each blockchain node connected as a ring cluster and use sharding based data replication.
Fig. 9. Tikiri blockchain transaction flow. Different blockchain nodes publish transactions to Kafka. Lokka service consumes ordered transactions from Kafka, executes
them and creates blocks.
requires special attention. To cope with this kind of situation,
Tikiri blockchain has the ability to integrate off-chain data storage
that will efficiently handle the large-scale streaming data gen-
erated in those IoT applications. In this case, the sensitive data,
such as health records and sensor device identities etc., will be
stored in off-chain storage and proof of the data will be kept in
the blockchain.

By using a distributed database to handle the data repli-
ation among the nodes, additional gossip communication and
roadcasts at the application level to distribute the data is not
ecessary. All the data distribution and gossip communication are
andled via the underlying distributed database. Using this ap-
roach reduces the application level functions of Tikiri and builds
lightweight blockchain for resource-constrained IoT devices.

.5. Kafka message broker

Kafka message broker (distributed publisher–subscriber ser-
ice) is used as the consensus platform of Tikiri blockchain. All
158
transactions published by the clients will be stored and ordered
in a Kafka message broker. Lokka services take the ordered trans-
action batch from a Kafka message broker, execute them, and
creates blocks. There are two main communication use cases of
a Kafka message broker in Tikiri. In the first scenario, the client
publishes transaction messages to the gateway service via Kafka
message broker. There is a separate Kafka message broker chan-
nel (e.g. Kafka topic) for each Gateway service. Clients publish
transaction messages to these Kafka message broker channels,
(Fig. 9). By using the Kafka message broker for client-to-Gateway
service communication, we are able to handle the client requests
asynchronously by using a reactive streaming-based approach. It
helps to handle back pressure [27] operations on IoT applications
and high transaction load.

The second scenario involves communication between Lokka
services. When a Lokka service generates a block and saves it
in the storage, the block ID is broadcast to other Lokka services
via Kafka message broker. As shown in Fig. 3 all communication

between Lokka happens through the message broker.
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Fig. 11. CPU usage comparison of Tikiri, Hyperledger Fabric, Mystiko and
BigchainDB. The statistics recorded with docker stat command.

3. Tikiri implementation

3.1. Overview

Tikiri blockchain is implemented on a Raspberry-Pi based
test-bed. The architecture of the Tikiri blockchain implemen-
tation is described in Fig. 9. In this implementation, we used
CouchDB [28] as the underlying storage service. Each node in
the blockchain has a CouchDB instance. The Gateway service is
implemented with Golang to run with less overhead on resource-
constrained Raspberry-Pi nodes. Lokka service is implemented
with the Scala functional programming language. Transaction
streaming, block creation, and broadcasting implementation are
achieved with Akka-streams [29] by using a reactive program-
ming approach [30]. The reactive streaming model enables high
transaction throughput on the Tikiri blockchain. In Tikiris pro-
duction implementation, we have used Apache Kafka as the
message broker. We run 4 Kafka broker nodes with 3 Zookeeper
159
nodes with all services on Tikiri blockchain containerized [31]
and deployed using Lightweight Kubernetes (K3S) container or-
chestration systems [32,33]. K3S manages the termination and
recovery after the sudden failure of the microservices in each of
the blockchain nodes.

3.2. Use case

The first prototype of Tikiri blockchain is built as an IoT sensor
device identity monitoring platform in electric power plants.
Tikiri blockchain is deployed in a Raspberry-Pi based test-bed.
The power plant contains various IoT sensor devices that com-
municate over the LoRa protocol [25]. The sensor device iden-
tity information is stored in Tikiri blockchain. The identity in-
cludes Device Name, Device Address, Communication Port,
ommunication Protocol. There is a Sensor smart contract
hich corresponds to the create and search functions for the
ensor device identities from Tikiri blockchain. Initially, sensor
evice identities (which are deployed in the power plant) need
o be added (registered) to the blockchain. This is done via the
eb-based admin interface. When registering devices, the ad-
in interface invokes createSensor function on sensor smart

contract. The registered devices can be searched via executing
searchSensor functions on Sensor smart contacts.

This blockchain infrastructure is used to detect unauthorized
sensor devices in the power plant. All sensor device identities
are registered on the blockchain when deployed into the power
plant. Sensor devices transmit data via LoRa protocol. When
sensor devices transmit the data, the transmitting LoRa pack-
ets are sent to the LoRa gateway/Network server running on
a Raspberry-Pi node. LoRa packets include Device Address,
Frame Port, Frame Counter, Message Type etc. Based on
the packet information, LoRa gateway/Network server searches
for the sensor device corresponding with this packet from the
blockchain. Frame Counter fields are used to check for de-
duplication of transactions. The LoRa gateway/Network server
acts as a blockchain client 10 with multiple Lora gateways/
Network servers connected to different nodes in the Tikiri
blockchain. When searching, it executes searchSensor smart
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ontract function with LoRa packet attributes. If the sensor device
hich corresponds to the LoRa packet exists on the blockchain,

t is recognized as a valid packet (generated from the verified
ensor). If not, the device does not exist and it is recognized as
n invalid packet generated from an unauthorized sensor.

. Tikiri performance evaluation

A performance evaluation of Tikiri is completed and dis-
ussed comparing Hyperledger Fabric, Mystiko and BigchainDB
lockchains. To obtain the results, Tikiri blockchain is deployed
n a Raspberry-Pi 4 cluster with 4 GB RAM. Hyperledger Fabric,
ystiko and BigchainDB blockchains deployed on AWS clus-

er (AWS 2xlarge instance with 16GB RAM and 8 CPUs). Tikiri
lockchain is run with Kafka cluster (4 Kafka broker nodes and
Zookeeper nodes) and CouchDB state database. The smart

ontracts on the Tikiri blockchain are implemented with Scala
unctional programming and Akka actors. Hyperledger Fabric is
et up to run with a Kafka-based consensus and LevelDB [9]
tate database. HLF Kafka cluster utilized 3 Orderer nodes, 4
afka brokers with 3 Zookeeper nodes. The smart contracts on
LF implemented with golang [20]. Mystiko blockchain is set
p to run with Kafka-based consensus (Utilized 4 Kafka broker
odes and 3 Zookeeper nodes) and Apache Cassandra [34] state
atabase. The Smart contracts of Mytiko blockchain implemented
ith Scala functional programming and Akka actors. BigchainDB
lockchain is set up to run with Tendermint consensus [26]
nd MongoDB [35] as the state database. The evaluation tests
erformance for a varying number of blockchain peers (1 to 7
eers) and records the following results:

1. CPU usage
2. Memory usage
3. Performance of Invoke transactions
4. Performance of Query transactions
5. Performance of transaction scalability
6. Transaction execution time.

.1. CPU usage

To evaluate CPU usage, the CPU usage (as a percentage of
otal CPU) is recorded for Tikiri, Hyperledger Fabric, BigchainDB,
nd Mystiko, blockchain systems to test the lightweight imple-
entation of Tikiri blockchain. All blockchains support running
ervices on top of docker. Docker stats and cadvisor [36] are used
o obtain the CPU usage statistics. Fig. 11, shows the results of the
PU usage for Tikiri blockchain as lower than Hyperledger Fabric,
ystiko and BigchainDB. The lightweight blockchain architecture,

solated operation of Lokka service with Kafka consumer group,
unctional programming and actor based smart contracts are
he main reasons there is less CPU usage on Tikiri blockchain.
yperledger Fabric runs more docker contains in the blockchain
etwork than the other blockchain platforms (e.g peer services,
rderer services, multiple chaincode smart contract services, state
atabase containers etc.). Because of its large infrastructure, it re-
uires a higher CPU usage than other blockchain platforms. Mys-
iko and BigchainDB blockchains are mainly targeted for cloud-
ased scalable applications (e.g big data applications). Mystiko
ses Apache Cassandra as the state database and BigchanDB uses
ongoDB as the state database. Because of the resource require-
ents from these services, they consume considerably higher
PU usage than Tikiri.
160
Fig. 12. Memory usage comparison of Tikiri, Hyperledger Fabric, Mystiko and
BigchainDB. The statistics recorded with docker stat command.

4.2. Memory usage

Next, the memory usage is evaluated for Tikiri, Hyperledger
Fabric, BigchainDB, and Mystiko blockchains. Similar to the CPU
usage tests, memory usage statistics are observed by using docker
stats and cadvisor [36]. As shown in Fig. 12, the memory us-
age of Tikiri is compared with Hyperledger Fabric, Mystiko and
BigchainDB. BigchainDB and Tikiri both performed well using
similar amounts of memory, but memory usage on Tikiri
blockchain was less than the other blockchains tested. The
lightweight blockchain architecture and Microservice based
blockchain implementation are the main reasons for less memory
usage on Tikiri blockchain. Mystiko blockchain uses Apache Cas-
sandra distributed database as the state database which requires
a large memory footprint with the in-memory Memtables that
facilitate fast writes. Due to this reason, Mystiko blockchain con-
sumes higher memory throughput. Similarly to CPU usage, Hy-
perledger Fabric consumes more memory usage from the many
docker container services in the blockchain network (e.g peer
services, orderer services, multiple chaincode smart contract ser-
vices, state database containers etc.).

4.3. Performance of invoke transactions

The Invoke transactions update the asset status and create
transaction records in the blockchain ledger. Here, we record the
total number of ‘‘Invoke transactions’’ executed by a single peer.
We allowed concurrent ‘‘invoke transactions’’ by each peer to
record the total number of committed transactions. As shown
in Fig. 13, we compare the ‘‘invoke transaction’’ performance of
Tikiri with other blockchain platforms like Hyperledger Fabric,
Mystiko, and BigchainDB. It is observed that the transaction
throughput of Tikiri is higher than Hyperledger Fabric, but less
than Mystiko and BigchainDB. Mystiko and BigchainDB are big
data-friendly scalable blockchain storages. They are targeted for
cloud-based applications and are built to gain higher invoke
transaction throughput than Tikiri. Hyperledger Fabric comes
with Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC [37]) based on
Execute-Order-Validate blockchain architecture [9]. Tikiri pro-
vides novel blockchain architecture (Validate-Execute-Group) to
support real-time transactions. Instead of imperative style smart
contracts, Tikiri provides functional programming and actor based
concurrent transaction enabled smart contract platform. Due
to these reasons, Tikiri provides a higher invoke transaction
throughput than Hyperledger Fabric.
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Fig. 13. Invoke transaction throughput comparison of Tikiri, Hyperledger Fabric,
ystiko and BigchainDB.

.4. Performance of query transactions

The Query transactions only read the status of the assets from
he ledger. They do not necessarily create new transaction records
nd not update any asset status in the ledger. In this experiment,
e record the total number of ‘‘Query transactions’’ executed
y a sole blockchain peer. Concurrent Query transactions are
xecuted in all the blockchain peers and then we record the
otal number of completed transactions. As shown in Fig. 14,
he Query transaction performance of Tikiri is compared with
yperledger Fabric, Mystiko and BigchainDB. Mystiko serves its
uery API via Apache Lucene index-based search API. BigchainDB
acilitates the query API with MongoDB. Tikiri facilitates its search
PI with CouchDB. Tikiri’s query transaction throughput is less
han Mystiko but higher than HLF and BigchainDB. Hyperledger
abric and BigchainDB blockchains do not support concurrent
ransaction handling and backpressure operation handling on
lockchain and this results in less query transaction through-
ut. Concurrent transaction execution of smart contracts, Akka
treams based backpressure handling, and CouchDB based data
torage are shown to improve query transaction throughput re-
ults in Tikiri. Unlike invoke transactions, query transactions do
ot update the ledger status and do not create transaction en-
ries in the ledger, therefore query transactions result in higher
hroughput compared to invoke transactions as shown in Fig. 14
nd Fig. 13.

.5. Performance of transaction scalability

Transaction scalability result is measured against the number
f Invoke transactions that can be executed per second and the
umber of blockchain peers in the network. Transactions exe-
uted concurrently in each blockchain peer, and the recorded the
umber of executed transactions to show how well each system
an scale up. Fig. 15 shows the transaction scalability comparison
f Tikiri, Hyperledger Fabric, Mystiko and BigchainDB. Tikiri has
igher transaction scalability than Hyperledger Fabric but less
calability than Mystiko and BigchianDB. Mystiko and BigchainDB
lockchains come with scalable, real-time transaction enabled
lockchain architectures. They produce higher transaction scal-
bility than other blockchain-based systems. Hyperledger does
ot support real-time transactions processing blockchain archi-
ecture, it uses Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC [37])
ased Execute-Order-Validate architecture for transaction pro-
essing. Due to this, Hyperledger Fabric is seen to perform less
161
Fig. 14. Comparison of ‘‘Query Transaction’’ Throughput in Tikiri, Hyperledger
Fabric, Mystiko, and BigchainDB.

Fig. 15. Transaction scalability comparison of Tikiri, Hyperledger Fabric, Mystiko
and BigchainDB.

transactions per second than other blockchain platforms. When
adding a node to the cluster, Tikiri nearly linearly increases the
transaction throughput. Fig. 16 shows how transaction execution
rate varies when having a different number of blockchain peers
in the Tikiri. When the number of peers increases, the rate of
executed transactions increases relatively. In Tikiri, Lokka services
work concurrently with a Kafka consumer group. Block creation
and voting happen independently. These points contribute to the
linear increase in the transaction when adding Lokka nodes to the
cluster.

4.6. Transaction execution time

In this evaluation the time to execute different sets of trans-
actions (100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000, 7000, 8000, 10000
transactions) in Tikiri blockchain is compared. Transaction ex-
ecution time includes the double-spend checking time, ledger
update time, and data replication time. Fig. 18 shows how the
transaction execution time varies in different transaction sets.
Fig. 17 shows the number of executed transactions and submitted
transactions in a single blockchain peer. There is a back pressure
operation [27] between the rates of submitted transactions and
executed transactions. A reactive streaming-based approach with
Apache Kafka is used to handle these backpressure operations in
the Tikiri blockchain.
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Fig. 16. Transaction execution rate comparison with number of nodes in Tikiri
lockchain.

Fig. 17. Transaction execution rate and transaction submission rate in a Tikiri
single blockchain node.

Fig. 18. Transaction execution time with different transactions set in Tikiri
blockchain.

5. Related work

Recent research has been conducted integrating blockchain
or resource-constrained IoT environments and scalable big data
 d
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environments. In this section, we outline the main features and
architecture of these research projects.

Lightchain [38] is a lightweight blockchain built for power-
constrained Industrial IoT (IIoT) use cases providing a resource-
efficient solution. It focuses on improving by reducing compu-
tational power, storage, and network resources usage. The con-
sensus is handled by the protocol Synergistic Multiple Proof for
stimulating the cooperation of IIoT devices. For it to consider the
limitation on the storage resource, it utilizes a novel ‘‘Unrelated
Block Offloading Filter’’ to prevent an enormous growth of the
ledger without affecting blockchain’s traceability. A lightweight
data structure, LightBlock, is leveraged to streamline broadcast
content.

LSB — Lightweight Scalable Blockchain [39] is a lightweight
blockchain storage platform that is optimized based on IoT needs.
It solves five main challenges when integrating existing
blockchain platforms within the IoT environment. These chal-
lenges are complex consensus algorithms, Scalability and over-
heads, Latency, Security overheads, and Throughput. It uses a
Smart home setting for illustrative purposes for LSB blockchain
in IoT. LSB is application agnostic and well-suited for diverse IoT
applications. To meet the IoT needs in the blockchain, LSB incor-
porates a Lightweight Consensus (LC) algorithm. The consensus
mechanism aims to achieve distributed trust through optimized
throughput management and traffic separation between data and
regular transactions.

ELIB [40] proposed an efficient lightweight integrated
blockchain model to meet IoT application requirements. It uses
a smart-home environment to illustrate the purpose of ELIB for
IoT applications. ELIB proposed three optimizations to support
blockchain with resource-constrained IoT application require-
ments, (1) Lightweight Consensus algorithm, (2) Certificate-less
Cryptography (CC), and (3) Distributed Throughput Management
(DTM) scheme. The cluster heads have limited access to create
new blocks within the consensus period. The CC method helps
reduction of computational overheads. Finally, the DTM scheme
allows modification of specific system variables so that varying
network load can be accommodated in the blockchain system
without drastic reduction of throughput.

FogBus [41] provides a lightweight blockchain framework
for IoT systems when integrated with edge and fog computing
infrastructures. The proposed framework aims to achieve secure
and authenticated data transfer among fog nodes, IoT devices,
and cloud data centers. The FogBus framework includes IoT de-
vices (sensors and actuators), Fog Gateway Nodes (FGN — the
entry points of distributed computing infrastructure), Fog Com-
putational Nodes (FCN — handle the back-end processing of IoT
applications, data sharing, secure storage), and Cloud data centers
(extend resources to execute backend IoT applications). FogBus
blockchain nodes follow Master–Worker mode. The master nodes
in the network create blocks from received data and broadcast
to worker nodes to verify. To prevent the brute force attacks on
private key generation, the master node in the FogBus generates
a dynamic public/private key-pair for each block. The FogBus
blockchain is implemented with JVM based language in order to
be easily installed across various platforms (cross-platform).

Data Allocation for IoT [42] work proposed a context-aware
echanism for on-chain data allocation in IoT blockchain. Such
ata allocation is decided by calculating Rating of Allocation (RoA)
ith fuzzy logic. Context parameters like (a) Network, (b) Data
nd (c) Quality have been used to calculate the RoA score. The
roposed system contains a four-tier abstraction, (1) ‘‘IoT tier’’ (2)
‘data controller tier’’, (3) ‘‘fog tier’’, (4) ‘‘cloud tier’’. When saving
he data, the ‘‘data control tier’’ decides weather the data needs
o stored in on-chain (blockchain in fog/cloud) or off-chain (cloud

atabase) by calculating the Rating of Allocation (RoA). They have
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lockchain platform comparison.
Blockchain Type

(Public/Private)
Weight
(Heavy/Mid/Light)

Consensus Scalability Smart
contract

Full text
search

Concurrent
transactions

Sharding

Tikiri Private Light Kafka/ZAB High Yes Yes Yes Yes
Lightchain [38] Public Light SMP Mid No No No Yes
LSB [39] Private Light LC High No No No No
ELIB [40] Private Light LC with

Cluster Heads
Mid No No No Yes

FogBus [41] Private Mid PoW Mid No No No No
DAMIoT [42] Private Mid PoW Mid N/A N/A N/A N/A
BigchainDB [8] Both Heavy Tendermint High Yes Yes No Yes
HbasechainDB [43] Private Heavy ZAB High No Yes No Yes
Mystiko [11] Private Mid Paxos High Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hyperledger [9] Private Mid Kafka/ZAB Mid Yes No No Yes
Chain [44] Public Heavy Federated Mid No No Yes Yes
RapidChain [10] Public Heavy Federated Mid No No No Yes
RSCoin [45] Private Heavy 2PC variant Mid Yes No No Yes
evaluated the data allocation mechanism of blockchain-based
cloud and fog architecture by running healthcare application on
top of FogBus [41].

BigchainDB [8] is built as an enterprise blockchain database
using MongoDB [35]. MongoDB provides a library set that han-
dles the consensus protocol. The later version has included fea-
tures such as immutability, decentralized control, digital asset
movement making it a scalable blockchain database. The term
blockchain pipelining is used to describe the scalability features.
Pipelining is successful because it does not validate blocks when
they are added to the network, instead, blocks are queued and
eventually validated via voting by participating nodes. Majority
of nodes vote decides the next valid block. It has been shown that
this strategy results in high transaction throughput.

HBasechainDB [43] is a system much like BigchainDB, but
nstead of MongoDB for the back end database, the Apache HBase
ses Hadoop. HbasechainDB also uses a pipelining principal along
ith a federated consensus protocol. HBase along with Hadoop
as shown that it is linearly scalable, but it offers many functions
hat analyze data present on the blockchain.

Mystiko [11] is a enterprise blockchain system targeted for
highly scalable and concurrent applications (e.g Big data, IoT).
It designed with utilizing Paxos-based federated consensus [26,
34,46]. Mystiko uses distributed publisher/subscriber message
broker system [16] and reactive streams based approach [29]
to handle the back-pressure [27] operations in high transaction
throughput enabled applications. Mystiko uses Apache Lucene
index-based API [47,48] to enable the full-text search capability
on blockchain data. The Mystiko-ML service capables of per-
forming the data analytic and machine learning operations from
the on-chain and off-chain blockchain data. Mytiko enables fol-
lowing performance improvements on existing Blockchains: (1)
Order-Execute architecture; (2) full node data replication; and (3)
imperative-style smart contracts.

Hyperledger Fabric [9] is an open standard, general, permis-
sioned blockchain system. It uses a modular design giving great
flexibility to developers allowing for the consensus method to
be configured based on the need of the use-case with exam-
ples using Redundant Byzantine Fault Tolerance, Apache
Kafka, Proof of Elapsed Time and Sumeragi. Fabric utilizes
haincode smart contract [7] platform. Chaincode as well as
ost of the supporting components are primarily written in
olang [20]. The private communication channels in Fabric facili-
ates with using the Apache Kafka-based communication between
he blockchain nodes.

Chain [44] is private blockchain system using a federated
onsensus. The majority of the node votes will write a block
o the ledger. This system is capable of concurrently processing
locks making it a unique blockchain implementation. Nodes only
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keep partial states of the ledger referred to as a sharding-based
approach to ledger storage. Shards of the ledger allow the nodes
to concurrently validate their portions of the network, giving a
more parallel result in scalability.

RapidChain [10] claims to be the first sharding-based public
blockchain system with a protocol that is Byzantine fault tol-
erant [49,50]. Using partitioned ledger data, it distributes new
blocks that need to be validated to multiple committer nodes
(sharding). A special technique referred to as cross-shard trans-
action verification is utilized that creates a more efficient system.
RapidChain also reduces noise produced by gossip networks by
partitioning the network. Early results show that RapidChain can
confirm and process more than 7300 transactions per second.

RSCoin [45] is another example of a sharding-based private
blockchain system. It was developed to accommodate the high
throughput demands of existing centralized monetary systems. It
uses both a centralized monetary supply and distributed ledger.
Trusted authorities called mintettes validate transaction. The
centralized aspects in return result in a highly scalable system
compared to the more decentralized solutions. A very simple/fast
protocol is used to solve the double-spending problem and 2-
phase commit to ensure the integrity of the system. With this
approach, RSCoin can handle up to 2,000 transactions per second.

The comparison summary of these blockchain platforms and
Tikiri platform presented on Table 1. It compares various
Blockchain type (public and private), Weight level, Consensus,
Scalability level, Smart contract support, Full-text search support,
Concurrent transaction support, and Sharding details.

6. Conclusions and future work

With Tikiri, a lightweight blockchain that exhibits high trans-
action throughput and high scalability is developed. Novel
blockchain architecture and Kafka based consensus to achieve
real-time transactions on the blockchain is presented. The
Microservice-based architecture makes the Tikiri blockchain a
lightweight implementation. The functional programming and
actor based smart contract platform in Tikiri supports concur-
rent execution of transactions. The full-text search capability is
added to Tikiri by indexing transactions and blocks on distributed
database storage. Container orchestration system enables easy
deployment and easy scalability of Tikiri. With these features,
Tikiri is a lightweight and scalable blockchain storage system
for resource-constrained IoT devices. This paper has shown and
described the scalability, transaction throughput, CPU/Memory
usage features of Tikiri with empirical evaluations. Tikiri is in-
tegrated into a real-world electric power grid sensor device
identity monitoring application. This deployment demonstrates
the practical use of Tikiri as an ideal blockchain system for IoT
environments.
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For future developments, plans include the incorporation of
he following features in Tikiri: (a) Support for MQTT-based com-
unication between the sensor network and blockchain; (b) Inte-
ration with a distributed database (Apache Cassandra) to store
ransaction data; (c) Integration with off-chain storage to guar-
ntee the privacy of the data and address the storage issues on
he blockchain nodes; (d) Development of a sharding-based con-
ensus that handles the network partitions and failures handling
cenarios where the voting nodes that are not reachable.
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